
Strategic technology planning can be complex and challenging; only

some have the skills to do it effectively. Many law firms struggle with

the same challenges, and IVIONICS knows the appropriate

technologies to address them. These critical skills differentiate us from

other technology companies. IVIONICS vCIOs provides:
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Your Trusted IT Law Firm PartnerYour Trusted IT Law Firm Partner

WHAT IS A LAW FIRM vCIO?

A TRUSTED vCIO

COST-EFFECTIVE
TECHNOLOGY
LEADERSHIP FOR
YOUR FIRM.

vCIO SOLUTIONSvCIO SOLUTIONS

Leadership

Saving time & money on:

Hiring the right CIO for your law firm

Finding the right technology that would work for your

law firm
Identifying a well-defined technology strategy &

budget for your law firm 

Utilizing an efficient as-needed service model

A full-time law firm CIO advises senior management (CEO, CFO,

and COO) on strategic technology plans, design, and budgeting.

For some law firms, the cost of doing so must be financially

justified. To meet these needs, law firms hire part-time or

outsource CIOs.

An unbiased vCIO (Virtual Chief Information Officer) ties firm goals

and IT capabilities into implementation-ready strategies at a

fraction of the cost.

vCIOs FOCUS ON THESE 5 THINGS

Implementing a successful strategic technology plan requires a

foundation in these areas. To keep your law firm secure, this plan

covers all the "what if" scenarios. IVIONICS vCIO solutions can get

you there.

Law firm experience



YOUR vCIO PARTNER 
IVIONICS' vCIO approach is rooted in years of experience and

expertise helping firms elevate their technological standards. As

a result, firms can run their practices more efficiently. Take your

firm to the next level with IVIONICS vCIO solutions.

IT Planning

IT Design

www.ivionics.com

IT Assessments

Evaluations

A well-defined technology plan

Vendor evaluations

Data governance 

Technology efficiency and security are essential for your firm's

success. You can trust IVIONICS to manage your IT environment so

you can focus on what you do best. IVIONICS provides the

following assessments:

OUR vCIO SERVICES

Technology Budgeting

Staffing

Disaster Recovery

Business Continuity

Strategic IT Planning

A well-planned IT investment will bring you the highest return on

investment. As part of your firm's strategic planning process,

IVIONICS offers you a full range of services:

Network Design

Application Architecture

Mobility Service

A perfect workflow can only be achieved with an IT infrastructure

that comes with the necessary functions of a vCIO provider.

IVIONICS vCIOs create a well-configured work environment by

providing the following:
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